In this paper, we examine the apparent conflict between artistic and commercial objectives within creative companies, taking as our point of departure a particularly energetic debate during a symposium at the 2007 Academy of Management meetings. We surface the assumptions that underlie such debates, compare them with findings from our research on creative industries, and identify three "fallacies" that sometimes enter into discussions of art in relation to money. This, in turn, leads us to propose a framework to support more productive discussion and to describe a direction for management research that might better integrate art and business practices. We conclude that despite an inclination to take offense that often attends the close juxtaposition of art and commerce, which was very much in evidence at that AoM symposium in Philadelphia, the interests of art, artists, and business can be best served if more commerce enters into the world of art, not less.
Introduction
At the 2007 Academy of Management meetings in Philadelphia, we took part in a symposium conceived by dt Ogilvie of Rutgers Business School called "The Art and Design of Strategy:
Going Beyond Science in the Practice of Management," along with Frances Fabian (University of Memphis), and Cynthia Weick (University of the Pacific).
1 The format called for brief presentations, comment by a discussant, then audience interaction. As things got going, the room overflowed with people, probably because of Professor Ogilvie's major coup: She had signed up Henry Mintzberg as discussant. We were delighted that this eminent management scholar would comment on our work since we have long admired his.
Given the short time available for each participant presentation (10 minutes), we chose to focus on a single case. We started with photos, a musical slideshow, and other PR and marketing materials from a Danish company called "Vipp," which makes designer trashcans. The one we featured, a floor standing model in elegant stainless steel, sells for about $500 (US). Even at such a high price, people buy them. The company has grown at double-digit annual rates in recent years. Their $200 toilet brush sells well, too.
The Vipp example attracted us, as researchers, because the company sells products in categories that consumers have traditionally valued functionally, not aesthetically. Most people mostly care about how well a trashcan or toilet brush does its job. That has determined how much people will pay for one: how well it works. But not these trashcans and toilet brushes. There's no way functionality alone can justify their prices. People must be buying something elsesomething worth a lot.
Vipp's chairman, Jette Egelund, and Vipp employees believe they understand that something else. People buy Vipp bins and brushes, says Egelund, because they're beautiful.
"A world in which people spend $500 on a trash can is not one I want to live in. There are too many problems in the world; pay $30 for a trash can and give the rest to a charity that's trying to end world hunger or common diseases." Although we also favor ending hunger and diseases, Professor Mintzberg's reaction caught us off guard. Not sensible enough to keep quiet, we offered a couple of thoughts in response, one an assertion, "No, Henry, the world you don't want to live in is one where all trash bins cost $8 because they're produced in sweatshops," and the other a question, "How much progress do we need on world hunger and disease before we're allowed to buy tickets to the opera?"
These remarks appeared to anger Mintzberg, as well they might have, but they electrified the room. Everyone tried to get into the discussion at once and Mintzberg had to battle to clarify his views when people weighed in on his side, and to respond when others disagreed with him.
Professors Fabian and Weick added insightful comments and Professor Ogilvie moderated expertly. The result was a rather successful symposium, intellectually exciting for most everyone who attended, including (we think, hope) Professor Mintzberg.
We want to probe the professor's objection, but before we do let us state the observation his objection lead us to, and the reaction we had that motivates us to write this essay: An inclination to take offense often attends the close juxtaposition of art and commerce. For some reason people become bad tempered or think something needs fixing when artists or art objects make money. But that can't be right, can it? Surely more artists ought to make more money more often, and the fact that they don't-that's the real problem. In our analysis and arguments from here on, we will aim to support this case.
People's thinking on this subject often contains unspoken assumptions, inconsistent logic, and fallacious givens. We'll use this story about the AoM meetings, along with another we'll get to in a moment, to unpack these problematic views and arguments. This will lead us to three fallacies we'll consider and (mostly) discount. We intend, ultimately, to encourage a conversation that avoids bad temper and seeks enlightenment. To that end, we'll propose an approach to art and money that we think can make the world a better place, a goal we share with Professor
Mintzberg. But first, a look at that other story…
An Artist Takes Offense
A while back we posted to Aacorn, an Internet listserv for people interested in ideas at the intersection of arts and business, 5 a message disapproving the Academy of Management's decision to stop funding the "Fringe Café." At the annual meetings, this innovative forum provided a meeting place for researchers and artists working on art and business topics. In the 21st century, we argued in our message, people more than ever want an aesthetic dimension in products and services; customers want this enough to pay high prices for it. Popular judgments about what's "cool" can make the difference between an okay product and a blockbuster. To defund an initiative aimed at understanding all that seemed to us shortsighted. As we enter the 21st century "experience economy," we wrote, art more than ever relates urgently to business. Our email aligned with many other posts on the list that day, all of which criticized the AoM decision.
But our message alone elicited this angry response from an artist: "How dare you suggest that art must justify itself on the basis of its contributions to success in business?" (Emphasis ours, and again we paraphrase). This, too, caught us off guard. We hadn't dared any such thing. We'd written that business leaders need to pay more attention to art, artists, and art making, even while thinking very narrowly of profits and business success. We suggested some reasons why. The angry artist read something very different.
As in our exchange with Professor Mintzberg, we seemed to have hit a button, a hot one, eliciting a lively response to ideas we didn't write and meanings we didn't intend. Most interesting to us for our purpose here: This is another example of energy released when art and 5 "AACORN's intent is to develop and promote the field of organizational aesthetics (broadly defined). We wish to provide a wide range of forums where researchers interested in connecting art, aesthetics, and creative practice within organizational and work settings can meet, exchange ideas, share resources, and experiment with new forms of thinking and practice. These forums include things like websites, conferences, joint publications, and joint action events." From http://www.aacorn.net/about.htm.
commerce come into close proximity. We offer these two instances because they are illustrative Choosing not to spend on art is quite a different matter from asking that others justify their spending on it.
In its origins art needed no justification, not because of its purity, its distance from the market stalls or "slime of earth," 8 or its moral superiority over gainful work, but because the behaviors we now call "art" had a central, daily place in everyone's life. In such conditions, it would never occur to anyone to separate them off from other activity necessary to survival, let alone to justify them. In three important, related books, Ellen Dissanayake mounts a formidable argument that the behaviors we call art are biologically generated, central to our humanity, and of evolutionary significance as vital aspects of the difference between humans and other primates.
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In her view (and ours) art isn't something to value only after everything else is taken care of. For most of human history art behavior so occupied the center of life that it couldn't be conceived as separate, no one ever questioned its importance.
On close examination, then, the idea of art as mere indulgence is difficult to defend.
Indeed, it may be a straw man: We suspect that most people inclined to resist paying so much for a trashcan would, nevertheless, agree with us, and with the angry artist, that art is essential. Sometimes the irregularity lies in how a supposed work of art violates formulated rules.
Horace on Tragedy: "A play…should consist of five acts-no more, no less. A god must not be introduced unless a difficulty occurs worthy of such a deliverer; nor should a fourth actor be forward to speak." Violate these rules (and the many others Horace puts forth), and you risk sinking "to the level of tavern-talk." Those who admire work that does not comply with these criteria do so "far too tolerantly." 11 The dramatic art called Tragedy is that which follows these rules. Perhaps a play out of compliance with these specs mustn't be called a Tragedy.
These criteria, and others you can think of, share a problem: They all prove too confining, ultimately. Art shatters old categories. Anything truly new appears formless at first; unless we have a category for a thing, we don't recognize it. Consequently, pioneers in any art often suffer negative reactions from audiences who don't recognize their work as art. show. Then he passed by the box office the next morning ("Just to see…"). A line! Hope bloomed, until he found out that the line was people queuing up to get their money back. 13 Harold
Pinter almost gave up writing at the beginning of his career because of shockingly negative reviews of The Birthday Party, now a classic. 14 Both playwrights won the Nobel Prize.
Dissanayake suggests that art is a behavior: Making things special and making special things. Since we want to write about as wide a selection of art as possible, we'll take this as a working definition. Art is whatever our anguished correspondent fears that commerce will corrupt. Philosophical questions of aesthetics concern us here less than the motives and reasoning that underlie people's claims about what is or isn't art.
However-we've said we suspect that most people who have a problem with the expensive Vipp trash bin would not argue that art is mere indulgence. Similarly, we suspect that such folks would not say that a trash bin can't be art. They might accept Dissanayake's very broad definition. If so, the root of their objection to the Vipp trash bin lies elsewhere.
There could be a more subtle concern here, with this particular situation, this particular trashcan and company. Not that the bin fails to satisfy criteria, but that it somehow represents something disingenuous going on: Someone pretending to make art in order to make money.
Maybe there's some kind of art trick at work here, and either there aren't real artists in this story, or if there are, they aren't the ones making the money. Mintzberg actually said something like this during the Philadelphia symposium. This assertion goes to the intentions of the makers of a thing offered as art. Are they sincere? Is the work authentic in this sense?
Let's first answer the question as it concerns Vipp. We've studied the company closely and written a case study about it. 15 We can assure readers that they certainly appear sincere in their desire to make an artful trash bin. Jette Egelund does not appear duplicitous when she says in hushed tones (as she did in our class) "I have looked at this bin all my life [the first one was made by her father in 1939], and I still quite like to look at it"; if she is dissembling when she calls the bin "beautiful," then she is a very good pretender. Designers at the company speak earnestly of the "DNA" of their products, and ask if proposals for new products are "Vipp" enough; they debate and argue about it. They work in ways that our research shows us resemble artists' ways of working. Sofie Egelund (Jette's daughter and a Vipp owner) strives to create a connective design fabric across the family of the firm's products: "The feelings and values you get from one product," she says, "should be connected to the other products." We have observed all this at close range, and it didn't look disingenuous.
But let's address the concern more generally: The idea that businesses might "fake out" their customers by adding surface effects to a gormless product, that they can trick people into paying a premium for art-ish wrappers or injections, is concerning. Once, after we presented the Vipp story at a [name omitted to permit blind review] event, an alumna emerged from the audience to argue that Vipp's success story of high prices and rapid growth resulted precisely from such surface effects. "I'm a marketing expert, a consultant to many multinational companies" she said, "and I tell you that I can achieve the same prices and growth rate with any trash bin." Vipp executives would dispute this; their Marketing Vice-President, Kasper Egelund, told us "The customer is not stupid…it doesn't matter how much marketing you put into a bad product." It's a lot to swallow (and cynical besides) to argue that such disingenuousness works easily and in the long run. Maybe it does, but we doubt it.
Also, the idea that the distinction between art and not-art relies on the intentions of the maker has other problems. Artist's intentions are notoriously hard to discover. Sometimes an artist leaves a record. We know that when Michelangelo painted in the Sistine Chapel he felt insulted about being left the ceiling to paint (rather than the walls), wanted badly to get back to his real art (sculpture), and did his best to insult Pope Julius II, with whom he battled constantly about subject matter. Some art experts believe that the bare ass in "The Creation of the Sun and the Moon" gestures obscenely toward Pope Julius. 16 Unworthy motives have not infrequently produced great works of art. What we know about Julius II attests to this; Il Papa Terribile ("The Terrible Pope") was as crass a man as ever held that post (a tough competition), forever angling to get his family's colors and crest into religious works of art. 17 But he holds an honored place in history as the patron of some of the world's greatest artistic achievements.
But distrust of a maker's intentions about how art is being "used" deserves more probing and a lot more thought. The ways that commerce might harm art go beyond mere concerns about disingenuous intentions. And so we arrive at the third fallacy… Commerce might draw the artist away from her or his art work. This certainly does happen. In our own research, we interviewed Colleen Lynch, a metal sculptor of international reputation, whose important works are often highly conceptual and challenging for audiences,
hence not very commercial. They don't fly off the shelves, though they go for high prices when they do sell. Like many artists, she doesn't like to sell her best pieces, so she doesn't work all that hard to move them. Consequently, Ms. Lynch devotes some of her time and metalworking skill to making jewelry that sells well, steadily, and in some volume. Ms. Lynch will tell you that she regrets time spent on jewelry, but it's how she makes her living. Another artist we've interviewed, painter Ted Michener, is a real estate entrepreneur who owns and operates restaurants, an endeavor that takes a lot of time away from his painting. We imagine that more artists have day jobs than don't, in North America at least.
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Of course it's too bad if a poet has to spend time grading papers when he or she could be writing. But sometimes it's a good thing for an artist to be drawn aside. We've mentioned the ceiling of Sistine Chapel: Michelangelo believed his true calling was sculpture and hotly resented There is always the Emily Dickinson approach; she withdrew into seclusion in her home to do her greatest work, and most of poetry remained unknown until it was discovered after her death (talk about putting some space between yourself and commerce!). But this doesn't seem like a requirement for great art. Rather, it seems like a difficulty to be managed by artists, a reality to face and guide to a workable outcome. As long an artist can "have money and a room of her own" as Virginia Woolf famously put it, great art can be possible. 21 But there are other, more significant, sources of worry about the interference of commerce with art for us to consider. Pinter, who made his reputation writing plays that pointedly refused to meet people's expectations about saying something, late in his life became so roused to express his political views that many people think he sold out to politics and ruined his work from that period. It's difficult to say whether commercial selling out hurts art, finally, and as we've said, it would be difficult to find a legitimate basis for criticizing the primary instigators of the practice (artists themselves). But perhaps we could direct ire toward the forces that tempt artists to sell out? To the forces that more or less make them do it? Some forms of domination or corruption of art by commerce don't have much to do with artists' free choices. We've already touched upon these, what you might call the coercive or even mercenary influences on art and artists that sometimes accompany commerce. Sometimes it's not the artist's choice to go for a short-term quick score, as it is when he or she sells out. Sometimes the artist is made to do it. We suspect it's these possibilities that bother Mintzberg and the angry artist more than any others. Such concerns occupy many who research the relationship between art and business. Eihof and Haunschild, for example, distinguish between artistic logics and economic logics, and assert that "economic logics tend to crowd out artistic logics and thus endanger the resources vital to creative production."
24 They describe how this happens in Germany's publically funded theatres, despite steps taken to insulate these institutions from such pressures with an officially implemented policy of Kunstfreiheit or "freedom of art" from inaesthetic influence. control of artists' livelihoods, may compel them to use their artistic gifts for evil not good, to fool customers into parting with too much of their money.
We concede the legitimacy of these worries, but we also wonder about them. How strongly established is the tendency for economic logics to crowd out artistic ones? Must it be this way? Concerning the human tendency toward short-term thinking, the easy score, the shortcut: Is this ever really the best way forward, even in business? And concerning the mercenary uses of art: How well does that really work? For how long can it fool the customers?
We propose that much can be gained merely by being more careful in considering questions like these, more careful in separating out the specific ways in which artistic and commercial interests interact. They need not always pull in different directions. Vipp, we submit, displays the possibility of achieving an integrated form of artistic and commercial success. And when these interests do pull in different directions, it might be possible to manage the tension.
Let's see if we can make this suggestion more persuasive…
Artistic Ambitions and Practical Considerations
A work of art has, first and foremost, artistic objectives. These should be primary, no doubt. But no artist completely escapes the constraints of practicality. We have one area of modest expertise in art, the theatre. For a theatre, cries the innocent enthusiast, you need only "two boards and a passion." The seasoned professional knows better. If you want to put on a play, you'll soon find out that you need to hire a union board wrangler. John Jory (founder of the Actors' Theatre of Louisville) told us once, "First thing you do to start a theatre is find someone who can read the building code." If you want people to come see your play you'll need a stage of some kind, preferably in a building out of the weather; you'll want chairs, scenery, costumes, and properties.
And so on.
Other art forms share similar concerns. If nothing else does, the practical properties of materials constrain the artist's expression. You can paint over something you don't like with oils, but not with watercolors. The marks a print maker puts in a copper plate can't be unput. A glass artist who makes an adjustment to an emerging form too late, after the glass has become too cool, shatters it to dust. A playwright needn't write stage directions that call for tiny gestures-the audience just won't see them and the actors won't use them. 25 Practicalities always enter into art.
And commercial concerns are a kind of practicality. Ultimately, in a theatre, you can't get along without a box office and a marketing/PR department. If you want to put on a second play, you'll have to sell tickets enough to this one to fund it. You sell tickets to a play in much the same way that you sell many other things: You offer a product that people want to pay for.
At the People's Light and Theatre, a LORT D regional theatre 26 where we work and study, the artistic director chooses plays in discussion with artists, designers, the budget director, the development office, and the managing director. Telemarketers, house management, and box office all read the scripts and put in their two cents' worth. The artists design, build, and rehearse the plays with a view to making the best possible artwork out of available materials. A belief that good work will reach its audience informs rehearsals. The artists routinely make guesses about what their audiences will want and need: Actors must speak loudly enough, even in the most intimate exchanges, to be heard by spectators up to 80 feet away; the scenery mustn't wobble distractingly when a door slams; the phone needs to stop ringing when the actor answers it; there should be light on faces even in the night scenes. Does such attention to such practicalities corrupt the work? Of course not. They're necessary features of the theatre art. No less interesting, exciting, even glorious, than the histrionic exchanges that move actors and audience to laughter and tears.
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25 The novelist Henry James failed as a playwright; a famous stage direction he wrote shows why: They enter, looking as if they had just had tea. 26 LORT is the League of Resident Theatres, the association that negotiates with theatre unions. D refers to the minimum salary the theatre must pay union actors. People's Light operates on a 5+ million dollar annual budget, producing a schedule of 6 to 8 plays a year in two theatres on a five acre campus of offices, shops, a bistro, a function room, and locally famous gardens. 27 Every now and then there's an attempt to create a theatre uncontaminated by commercial concerns like ticket sales or expensive real estate. William Butler Yeats did that alongside of his more conventional theatre. We know about the Abbey Theatre of Dublin, they come to New York now and then, a hundred or so years after the founding;
showing a client a design he thought they might like, a design that might make the firm money, because he considered the design "not good enough" aesthetically. On the other hand, he also told us in a research interview, "I am not doing the jobs for me, I am doing them for my clients…I work for a client."
28 These sentiments need not be inconsistent. Designers' concern for art objectives in their work doesn't keep them from working within important practical constraints, including what customers want or need; indeed, such practical constraints are a welcome part of the challenge. Hecksher explained it to us as he described once designing a beer bottle:
"Technical things come in, like the weight of the box of 24 bottles has to be standard to make costs cheaper; so we had to make the neck shorter and thinner to make the cost of making and sending it out right…We lost some of the beauty of the design making that change, but it's okay, it's part of the process."
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The staff of People's Light, Jonas Hecksher, and many other accomplished artists don't resist practical considerations, nor do they lack concern for the taste of their audiences. But at the same time, their desire to make a thing of aesthetic value leads them to resist the easy score. In their concern about the interaction of art and business, they are careful and specific. They don't deny practicalities or resist the importance of commerce. They don't hate commerce, they hate short-term thinking, and many of them, especially businesses like design or theatre, believe that art and commercial objectives can be aligned, especially in the long run.
Artists inevitably, whether they admit it or not, serve two masters, one artistic and the other practical; they work against two scales of value. 30 The managing director of e-Types, Søren no one but college students (who sometimes have to read the scripts) has heard of Yeat's living room productions attended by a few of the elect. flow…and then we have prestige/street respect/doing something great." 31 The company's designers understand the need for both currencies, even if their primary job is to work toward a non-commercial objective. They know they need to have an aesthetic sense of what "better" means. When the aesthetic sense of better seems not to line up with the commercial sense of better, as when a customer seems to be asking for something aesthetically inferior, designers consider it their job to demand consideration of the long term, time during which customer sensibilities might evolve. They believe commercial value available in this long term almost always exceeds that of a flash-in-the-pan score.
The figure (below) describes a way of conceptualizing this dynamic. In a company like eTypes, designers work to assure value on the vertical "artistic value" scale. Managers work to assure value on the horizontal "commercial value" scale." If both do a great job, we end up in quadrant A, with an outcome that has both artistic and commercial value, an outcome to Potter, kids' books all seem to be about sorcery? Some marketing departments seem designed primarily to seize upon one fad after another, a business model that appears to work, at least some of the time. You can probably even name artists who do this; artists who create sensational rather than aesthetically coherent works.
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So if Mintzberg and the angry Aacorn poster are antagonized about quadrant B, they should be. But quadrant B is not the biggest problem. There are two big problems, really. Both derive from the way quadrant B can become an obsession for people who love the arts. To put it simply: People get so obsessed with the awfulness of outcomes in quadrant B that they can't 32 Often enough critics and lay people alike make this distinction as a matter of personal preference, of taste. Critical response to Andrew Wyeth (already noted) clearly displays this, as does theatre production. A playwright (say Shakespeare, Ibsen, or Chekhov) dominates the market then fades away. After a certain while, the scripts again enter production as part of the standard repertory. The very long term has a way of shaping taste, gradually wearing away everything but the internal principles of organization that make the work what it is. We produce Shakespeare, Ibsen, and Chekhov routinely; we'll know about Wyeth and Tennessee Williams in a hundred years or so.
appreciate outcomes in quadrant A. Vipp deserves some credit from the esteemed professor.
That's the first big problem.
The second, more serious, big problem has to do with quadrant C. We haven't paid much attention to quadrant C yet, but it really deserves the bulk of our attention. Quadrant C is the quadrant of under-appreciated art and artists. Art without much commercial value.
Not too long ago, we had a chance to observe the production of as a jazz recording. Some of the world's best players, mostly from New York City, assembled in a studio in Norway.
Watching the artist at work, seeing the program come together was exhilarating and educational.
We also had a chance to interact casually with these superb musicians during the in-between times, over a cup of coffee or while eating lunch. During one such interlude, the subject of pay came up, and we were startled to hear how little money had been sufficient to draw the best jazz artists in the world across an ocean for three days of work. It was an amount well south of the daily billing rate of the most junior IT consultant we know.
How can this be? How can the best jazz artists in the world earn so little? Might this be the work of coercive commercial powers?
Possibly, at least to some extent, in the case of musicians. Big companies do have a lock on distribution. Or anyway, they have had (things are getting a lot more interesting, distributionwise, in the age of the Internet and iTunes). But the real the problem here, we suggest, is not with This isn't an art problem. It's commerce problem, a problem of markets failing to operate in a way that values these products and services appropriately. A better from of marketing might be able to address these failures. After all, such difficulties afflict many things sold commercially, not just aesthetic "products." Customers generally need to know about the thing they're supposed to want; often sellers need to tell them, explain the value proposition, show people how it can help them. The consuming public needs to be related to, communicated to, sometimes even educated. Under-appreciation of an outcome, of a value proposition, happens in business with some frequency, as it did famously at Xerox in the early 1970s. Their Palo Alto Research Center (PARC) invented the future of the computer industry, but few people at the company understood that, and customers never had a chance to appreciate products that Xerox never brought to market. Other companies now own and sell this future; they benefit commercially from PARC's neglected innovations.
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Of course an idea can be so novel, so far ahead of its time, that even the best marketing can't completely solve the problem. But better business practices, including marketing, might be able to help. Also, the problem with art products is not identical to the Xerox PARC problem. Art products have special qualities, aesthetic ones. The important point, however, is this: We do have examples of people and companies who seem to know how to integrate aesthetic and commercial concerns. There are important things business can learn from these people and companies, and important benefits that can come to art and artists if this happens. But it won't happen if we're too busy disapproving of quadrant B to learn more about quadrant A.
regional theatres for scale (the lowest possible wage) in order to play parts he couldn't do otherwise. The work is valuable to him for its own sake. 34 Creative Industries: Contracts between Art and Commerce, (2000) Art often doesn't get marketed effectively by artists for an understandable reason: Most artists want to do art, not business. Even when marketers are around and interested, the difficulty to be managed, the transition from "good" art to "commercially valuable" art, remains formidible.
It's a difficulty that isn't always successfully managed even with much more commercially conceived products and services. To make progress on the difficulty, artists and business people need to acknowledge and reduce the obstacles between them. Regardless of how this might be accomplished, the challenge remains one of adding more commerce to the world of art, not lessof placing commerce and art in closer juxtaposition.
The real problem for art and artists that the attitudes of Mintzberg and the angry Aacorn correspondent, and many others with similar attitudes and ideas, help keep in place is that obsession with quadrant B often keeps artists stuck in quadrant C. Artists react so violently to the cheap score that they want nothing to do with the marketing that might move them from quadrant C to quadrant A. They throw a baby out with the bath. Too many discussions of art and commerce, whether by artists or management researchers, miss (or avoid) a distinction between good art well marketed (quadrant A) and junk well marketed (quadrant B). Many good artists, fearing to discredit their art though some kind of guilt by association, reject any help that takes into account commercial considerations. They see only quadrant C versus quadrant B, as if quadrant A didn't exist.
This perspective has several unintended consequences, none of them good for art or artists. It keeps art "fluffy" and indulgent (Fallacy #1) because it resists placing commercial value on it. Commercial value does not rule out artistic value, of course; but refusal to acknowledge commercial value in art unnecessarily diminishes its importance from some narrow (and, too often, resource-controlling) viewpoints. The C versus B perspective fuels assertions that this or that isn't art (Fallacy #2), because such assertions, usually based in personal taste, help artists distance the outcomes of their work from the threat that they believe commercial success posses to their artistic credibility. These assertions, in turn, sustain Fallacy #3, supporting the fiction that commerce always dominates or subverts art and assuring that we'll endlessly and indignantly argue the false dichotomy of quadrant C versus quadrant B, shifting attention from quadrant A, which we should celebrate. In a highly regarded study of the Danish furniture industry, Per H.
Hansen argues that shrewd marketing, perhaps more than inherent beauty, explains the success of the "Danish Modern" style of furniture. 36 This may be, but we don't have to choose. We can market good art or design well. We can integrate art and commerce in ways that will enhance the value of both. We have examples to learn from. Good art and dedicated artists (and designers, theatre people, etc.) deserve nothing less.
A Better World
If we want our culture to recognize art as valuable, we need to develop an economy in which the intrinsic virtues of a work of art can have extrinsic, even commercial value. People placing value on beauty and paying for art things is a good thing. If our culture is art deficient, some of the blame could be laid on the "art for art's sake" idea, and on the rarified atmosphere that even some artists and art patrons cultivate. When artists embrace the idea that only a certain few, an elite, can make, understand, or appreciate art, or that art should never be judged on the same scales of value used for non-art things, they cut themselves off from the world we all live in. And it's unnecessary. Art can be valued in many ways.
In his novel, 1984, George Orwell imagined a dystopia in which the rulers systematically removed all sources of aesthetic pleasure, and criminalized any but the most trivial kinds of enjoyment. This rendered the demoralized populace easy to control, as they had nothing to stimulate or satisfy their more creative energies. We're a long way from that, but our culture does sometimes see danger in personal expression, especially in making or enjoying art. Plato was only 36 "Networks, Narratives, and New Markets: The Rise and Decline of Danish Modern Furniture Design, 1930 Design, -1970 Design, ," (2006 , Business History Review, Vol. 80, the first political thinker to recognize the threat art poses to an orderly society. 37 Molière was nearly killed in the kerfuffle over his play, Tartuffe; and not even his friend Louis XIV could get him buried in the churchyard. The WPA had no end of trouble about the arts projects they financed during the depression. And Mayor Giuliani unhesitatingly broke the law in order to suppress some rowdy art on exhibit in Brooklyn. These examples, an untold others like them, provide evidence both of the extrinsic reach of art, and of our failure to integrate intrinsic and extrinsic values when it comes to art.
Let's circle back around to that better world Professor Mintzberg wants to bring about to offer some guesses about how it might look. How about this: Good art achieves appropriate commercial value consistently, not just occasionally. A conversation takes place when art and commerce are in tension, a conversation in which neither artist nor managers dominates.
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Excellence in art and marketing operate side-by-side, within well-integrated and sophisticated commercial practices. Companies pursue enduring value, rather than short cuts and cheap scores achieved by surface effects, and skillful marketers help customers learn to tell the difference.
There are more marketing departments like the one at Vipp, more companies like Vipp, and more products like their trash bins and toilet brushes. In this better world, consumers "just love" the things they buy, have long term relationships with their chosen functional art objects, and chose to repair their treasured things rather than pitch them into landfills. Management researchers lavish attention on companies like Vipp and on other activity in what we have called quadrant A.
Our favorite domain for work and study in art offers, we believe, a good example of art's proper place in a commercial enterprise. At every step in its construction a play mingles making and marketing; the emerging object, a play, connects increasingly with a world extrinsic to it.
Opening night, only the most obvious of those connections, dominates everyone's thinking: the play will be ready on Friday at 8pm. Artists whose work doesn't require public performance can 37 Dissanayake has plenty to say about the biological sources of art's power, as do the scientists currently at work researching mirror neurons. successfully ignore such connections, but they do so at their peril. That kind of denial, of course, militates against getting paid.
When good art fails to command high prices that represents a failure, not of art, but of commerce. When we object to a high price for art or a designer trash bin, that obstructs progress toward a better world that features experts and expertise not just in art, not just in business, but also in making more people aware and accepting of their need for art, and the legitimacy of that need. Commercially valued art will fund a chain that makes artists financially well, and why shouldn't they be? Object instead to the cheap score, the slick commercialization of something that doesn't exhibit the aesthetic coherence of art, which is inauthentic because it claims to be art, or good art, when the claim is neither earnest nor accurate. Maybe Professor Mintzberg felt this way about the Vipp bin; we urge him to experience the company and its products, then decide.
Our culture has many flaws, one of them, perhaps, the movement of art away from the center of life. In a better world, art will command fair prices, best-in-the-world jazz musicians will make as much as partners in consulting firms, and jobs up and down the value chain around such activities will pay a living wage. To fulfill the vision of art as a humanizing force in the world, we need to make the market for art work better, not separate the art world from markets and commercial value.
As for the practical steps that would bring a better world into being? A complete answer to this question would require much more space that we have here. We can work to undermine the three fallacies we've identified; to carry on a more careful and less emotional conversation
